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Abstract

To generate a hand-specific reach plan, the brain must integrate hand-specific signals with the desired movement strategy.
Although various neurophysiology/imaging studies have investigated hand-target interactions in simple reach-to-target tasks, the
whole brain timing and distribution of this process remain unclear, especially for more complex, instruction-dependent motor
strategies. Previously, we showed that a pro/anti pointing instruction influences magnetoencephalographic (MEG) signals in fron-
tal cortex that then propagate recurrently through parietal cortex (Blohm G, Alikhanian H, Gaetz W, Goltz HC, DeSouza JF,
Cheyne DO, Crawford JD. NeuroImage 197: 306–319, 2019). Here, we contrasted left versus right hand pointing in the same task
to investigate 1) which cortical regions of interest show hand specificity and 2) which of those areas interact with the instructed
motor plan. Eight bilateral areas, the parietooccipital junction (POJ), superior parietooccipital cortex (SPOC), supramarginal gyrus
(SMG), medial/anterior interparietal sulcus (mIPS/aIPS), primary somatosensory/motor cortex (S1/M1), and dorsal premotor cortex
(PMd), showed hand-specific changes in beta band power, with four of these (M1, S1, SMG, aIPS) showing robust activation
before movement onset. M1, SMG, SPOC, and aIPS showed significant interactions between contralateral hand specificity and
the instructed motor plan but not with bottom-up target signals. Separate hand/motor signals emerged relatively early and lasted
through execution, whereas hand-motor interactions only occurred close to movement onset. Taken together with our previous
results, these findings show that instruction-dependent motor plans emerge in frontal cortex and interact recurrently with hand-
specific parietofrontal signals before movement onset to produce hand-specific motor behaviors.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY The brain must generate different motor signals depending on which hand is used. The distribution and
timing of hand use/instructed motor plan integration are not understood at the whole brain level. Using MEG we show that differ-
ent action planning subnetworks code for hand usage and integrating hand use into a hand-specific motor plan. The timing indi-
cates that frontal cortex first creates a general motor plan and then integrates hand specificity to produce a hand-specific motor
plan.

arm movements; magnetoencephalography; movement planning; pointing; sensorimotor transformation

INTRODUCTION

Motor planning is a complex process that encompasses
many sensorimotor computations, including sensory proc-
essing, target selection, reference frame transformations,
and multisensory integration (1–3). Although each of these is

an important process, ultimately, a motor plan must be exe-
cuted using specific effectors (e.g., the eye, hand, or foot).
Once an effector system is chosen (i.e., the hand), the brain
must still choose which hand to use and which motor strat-
egy to employ and then integrate these signals to produce a
hand-specific motor plan. Various studies have investigated
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hand-target information for visually guided pointing/reach-
ing (see below), but the temporal sequence and frequency
dependence of this process remain unclear at the whole
brain level, especially in the presence of “top-down,” instruc-
tion-dependentmotor strategies (4).

An early step in this process is effector selection (5), which
in the parietofrontal reach system requires hand-specific sig-
nals (6). At the sensory input level (somatosensory cortex)
there is clear contralateral hand representation, but after
that one sees a mix of unilateral and bilateral signals, even
down to the level of primary motor cortex (7–12). Human
neuroimaging studies suggest that parietofrontal cortex is
bilaterally activated by unilateral reaches, but with a prefer-
ence for the contralateral limb (6, 13–21). Likewise, the mon-
key “parietal reach region” shows some ipsilateral signals
(22) but is primarily modulated by, and causally related to,
reaches of the contralateral limb (7, 23). Overall, these find-
ings suggest a progression of ipsilateral and bilateral repre-
sentations, but the whole brain distributions and timing of
these signals remain unclear.

Furthermore, the presence of hand-specific information
(left vs. right hand use, e.g., in somatosensory cortex) does
not mean that this has been integrated into a motor plan.
Such integration is necessary to activate motor commands
for the correct hand, account for the correct initial hand
position when calculating the extrinsic handmovement vec-
tor, and ultimately activate the correct intrinsic muscle syn-
ergies (which will tend to be opposite for opposite arms to
produce the same horizontal motion in space) (24, 25). Most
early sensorimotor studies have focused on the feedforward
integration of visual target information with hand informa-
tion to compute the reach vector (26, 27). This is thought to
occur in parietal cortex (24, 28–35). However, it is not known
how this occurs in more complex, instruction-dependent or
abstract motor strategies (36, 37).

An example of an instruction-dependent motor strategy is
the pro/anti reach task, where participants are instructed to
point toward/away from a visual stimulus (14, 38–41). In our
previous magnetoencephalography (MEG) study (42) we
found that the pro/anti instruction first influences frontal
cortex, in both alpha and beta bands, and then propagates
this to more posterior cortical sites. It has been speculated
that this might involve “mirroring” the reach goal, which
would then require recalculating the reach vector relative to
hand-specific signals (14, 40, 43). But again, it is not known
how this strategy is integrated with hand-specific informa-
tion to implement a specific reach command.

In the present study, we recorded MEG signals in the pro/
anti pointing paradigm used in our previous study (42) but
tested the left and right hands separately. This allowed us to
derive both a hand specificity index and the instruction-de-
pendentmotor vector (42). We then performed a region of in-
terest (ROI) analysis based on the areas identified in our
previous study (44). We hypothesized that although many
cortical areas might show hand-dependent modulation [e.g.,
primary motor (M1) and somatosensory (S1) cortex], only
those involved in integrating hand information into the
motor plan would show an interaction between hand speci-
ficity and extrinsic motor vector coding in their oscillatory
activity. Furthermore, we hypothesized that a top-down
motor instruction might require recalculation of the motor

vector, thus requiring a specific progression toward an
integrated “hand-plan” motor command. Our results con-
firm left versus right hand use specificity in various corti-
cal areas and suggest a specific spatiotemporal progression
from independent hand/motor signals to integrated hand-
motor coding.

METHODS
We used MEG to obtain brain signals with high spatiotem-

poral resolution (45, 46) that could inform us about hand use
and integration of hand information into movement plans.
To achieve this, we asked participants to perform a pro/anti
pointing task in the MEG, using the left and right hands in
separate blocks of trials. We then coregistered MEG sensor
locations to individual participants’ heads by using an ana-
tomical MRI recording. This allowed us to perform whole
brain source reconstruction of MEG signals and infer the
precise oscillatory activity at specific previously uncovered
brain regions involved in the task (44). We then compared
this activity across trial types, left/right targets/movements,
and the use of left and right hands to see which brain areas
differentially synchronize or desynchronize with respect to
which hand is used. These procedures are described in detail
below. The data set, experimental conditions, and most of
the analysis pipeline have been described and partially pub-
lished previously (42, 44).

Participants

We recruited 10 participants for a pro/anti pointing experi-
ment after written informed consent, 9 of whom performed
the task with both hands (7 males, 2 females, 22–45 yr old;
see Statistical Analysis for details about study design and
power) and were included in this study. Of the nine included
participants performing the task with both hands, eight
reported themselves to have a right hand preference and one
reported themself to have a left hand preference. We
screened participants to ensure that none had any history of
neurological dysfunction, injury, or metallic implants, and
all (except 1 with amblyopia) participants had normal or cor-
rected to normal vision. All procedures were approved by
the York University and Hospital for Sick Children Ethics
Boards.

Task

Participants performed pro and anti pointing movements
in four separate sets of trials; two of those sets were left- and
right-hand wrist pointing movements, respectively, with the
forearm in the pronated posture. Each set of trials was com-
posed of 100 trials for each of four balanced conditions: com-
binations of target left/right and pro/anti instruction for a
total of 400 trials. Figure 1 shows the experimental task.
Trials started with a fixation cross, followed by a 200-ms
combined spatial/task cue presentation (Fig. 1A). Cues could
appear 5 or 10 cm left or right of fixation (we averaged across
eccentricities in the analysis) and were either green or red,
indicating pro or anti conditions (color-task associations
counterbalanced across participants). Fifteen hundred milli-
seconds after cue presentation, the fixation cross was
dimmed, indicating to participants to make a wrist pointing
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movement toward (pro) or to the mirror opposite location of
(anti) the cue.

Setup

Participants sat upright in the MEG apparatus (151-channel,
axial gradiometers, 5-cm baseline, CTF MEG system, VSM
Medtech, Coquitlam, BC, Canada, at the Toronto Hospital for
Sick Children) in front of a 1-m-distant tangential screen with
their head in the dewar and their forearm supported to reduce
EMG artifacts (see Fig. 1C). The MEG was located in amagnet-
ically shielded room (Vacuumschmelze Ak3b). Noise levels
were below 10 fT/HHz above 1.0 Hz. MEG data were online
low-pass filtered at 200 Hz with synthetic third-order gradi-
ometer noise cancelation. Bipolar temporal electrooculo-
graphic (EOG) and forearm electromyographic (EMG) signals
were recorded simultaneously withMEG signals (at 625 Hz) to
control for fixation and measure wrist movement onset. We
used Ag/AgCl solid gel Neuroline (Ambu) electrodes of type

715 12-U/C. Pairs of EMG electrodes were placed over extensor
carpi radialis longus (ECRL), extensor communis digitorum
(ECD), extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU), and supinator longus (SL)
muscles. Participants’ arm was immobilized by an adjusta-
ble forearm rest so that pointing could be performed
through wrist movements to align the index finger with
the intended location on the screen. In addition to EMG,
we also used light barriers that the finger passed when
pointing as an additional, independent measure of move-
ment direction (see Fig. 1C).

Visual stimuli were rear-projected (Sanyo PLC-XP51 LCD
projector with Navitar model 829MCZ087 zoom lens) at 60
Hz onto a translucent screen (Fig. 1C) with Presentation
(Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA), and timing sig-
nals were recorded by the MEG hardware through parallel
port interfacing. Participants were outfitted with fiducial
head localization coils, and head position in the MEG was
acquired at the beginning and end of each scan. Before or
after MEG recordings, we obtained structural [T1-weighted, 3-
dimensional (3-D)-SPGR] MRI scans from a 1.5-T Signa
Advantage System (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI),
including the fiducial locations for coregistration of MEG sig-
nals with brain coordinates (see below; Table 1). For each par-
ticipant we used the T1-weighted MR data and the BrainSuite
software package (47) to derive the inner skull surface.

Analysis

All analyses were done in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.,
Natick, MA). To detect movement onset, we first band-pass
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Figure 1. Experimental protocol. A: timeline of experiment. At the begin-
ning of the trial, a central fixation cross appeared. Five hundred millisec-
onds later, a 200-ms cue (red or green) was briefly presented at 1 of 4
locations, 5 or 10 cm left or right of the fixation cross on the 1-m-distant
screen. After another 1,300-ms delay, the fixation cross dimmed to indi-
cate to participants to move and point their index finger to the goal loca-
tion. Participants had 1,500 ms to complete this movement, followed by a
500-ms intertrial interval (ITI) during which the fixation cross disappeared.
B: spatial setup on screen. Dotted circles are potential cue locations.
Exemplary pro and anti conditions are shown. In anti trials the movement
goal (asterisk) was at the mirror opposite location of the cue. Pointing
movements were performed with the left or right hand in separate blocks
of trials. C: picture of the experimental setup with forearm rest and display
screen. The wooden frame held light barriers used for measuring move-
ment direction.

Table 1. Average Talairach coordinates of functional
brain areas

Brain Area Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere References

V1/2 �8, �91, 0 7, �89, 1 (50)
V3/V3a �21, �85, 16 20, �87, 15 (50, 51)
SPOC �9, �71, 37 10, �77, 34 (52)
AG �35, �61, 35 32, �70, 35 (52)
POJ �18, �79, 43 16, �79, 43 (21)
mIPS �23, �54, 46 27, �55, 49 (48, 53)
pIPS �22, �61, 40 23, �62, 40 (54)
aIPS �37, �40, 44 37, �44, 47 (48, 55)
SMG �43, �35, 49 41, �41, 39 (48, 54)
STS �45, �57, 15 49, �41, 12 (56)
S1 �40, �26, 48 39, �26, 40 (57)
M1 �35, �23, 54 37, �23, 52 (57)
SMA �4, �9, 52 3, �7, 49 (57)
PMd �27, �14, 61 21, �14, 61 (57, 58)
FEF �28, �1, 43 31, �2, 45 (59)
PMv �50, 5, 21 48, 8, 21 (57)

Values are average Talairach coordinates (in mm) of functional
brain areas. Activation regions of interest were identified with
an adaptive clustering approach (44) and cross-validated from the
literature (indicated by references). We focused on sites corre-
sponding to visual areas V1/2 and V3/3a, superior parietal occipi-
tal cortex (SPOC), angular gyrus (AG), parietal occipital junction
(POJ), medial intraparietal sulcus (mIPS), posterior intraparietal
sulcus (pIPS), anterior intraparietal sulcus (aIPS), supramarginal
gyrus (SMG), superior temporal sulcus (STS), primary somatosen-
sory cortex, (S1), primary motor cortex (M1), supplementary
motor area (SMA), frontal eye fields (FEF), and dorsal and ventral
premotor cortex (PMd and PMv). Note that compared with our
previous studies (42, 44) we updated the names of mIPS, aIPS,
SMG, and pIPS to bring our nomenclature in line with the most
recent literature in this area (48, 49).
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filtered EMG data between 15 Hz and 200 Hz and full-wave
rectified it. Then we used an algorithm to automatically
detect when EMG signals exceeded 3 standard deviations of
baseline activity (measured before target cue onset). The first
detection time across all four muscles was taken as move-
ment onset time and visually inspected and manually cor-
rected if necessary (<2% of trials). All data were then aligned
to both cue onset (�500 ms to 1,500 ms around cue onset)
and movement onset (�1,500 ms to 500 ms around move-
ment onset) and extracted for further analysis. Trials with
movement direction errors were discarded from further
analysis (3.2% of total trials across participants). Movement
errors were defined as movements going into the wrong
direction, i.e., opposite to the pro trial cue or toward the anti
trial cue. We did not allow for corrective movement, i.e.,
when the initial movement direction was erroneous despite
later corrections, the trial was tagged as an error trial and dis-
carded. The directions of all movements (including direction
errors) were confirmed by the light barriers signaling that
fingers interrupted the light beam when crossing the light
barrier.

We performed MEG source reconstruction using a scalar
(zero noise gain) minimum-variance beamformer algorithm
(60–63) implemented in the Brainwave MATLAB toolbox
(64) and additional custom code. This inverse method has
been shown to achieve high localization accuracy under con-
ditions of low to moderate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (65,
66). All further analyses were conducted in source space. We
focused on previously reported independently identified
regions of interest (ROIs) from the same data set (42, 44);
briefly, we used adaptive clustering on peak whole brain
activations in time-averaged raw, noncontrasted data to
identify reliable clusters of brain activation and determined
area labels that most likely corresponded to the clusters
from the literature (see references in Table 1). Note that
using the raw, noncontrasted data for determining ROIs was
an orthogonal approach to our condition-contrasted analy-
ses, making this a statistically valid approach (67, 68). We
then used the beamformer to extract estimated source time
courses of oscillatory activity for each trial at the ROI loca-
tions (see Table 1). We used those individual trial data to
compute time-frequency responses (TFRs) at those ROIs
with standard wavelet transforms. For spatial averaging
across participants, individual participants’ source activity
was transformed into MNI coordinate space with standard
affine transformations (linear and nonlinear warping) in
SPM 8 and then projected onto a surface mesh of an average
brain [PALS-B12 atlas (69)] with Caret (70).

As in our previous study (42), our analysis took advantage
of the spatial lateralization of information processing in the
brain (e.g., Ref. 71) to highlight our dependent variables and
negate irrelevant variables. Therefore, where applicable, we
averaged or subtracted right from left targets, right from left
movements, right from left hand use, and/or right from
left cortical activation (signal power in a frequency band of in-
terest) for a given brain region. This is in line with what has
previously been done in recent neurophysiology (41) and neu-
roimaging (14, 42, 72) anti reach studies. We then used these
contrasts to highlight specificity with respect to which hand
was used, whether sensory processing or movement process-
ing dominated, and whether sensory/motor processing signals

were modulated by which hand was used (we call this the
hand-sensory/motor code interaction effect).

Since M1 is expected to show strongly lateralized hand
effects and motor commands, we used this as a test case to
develop our specific analysis pipelines and then applied
these pipelines to our other brain areas (see RESULTS). In the
case of hand-specific coding, we confirmed that for a given
region and hand the change in oscillatory power was largely
independent of target/movement direction (Fig. 2A) and
pro/anti instruction (Fig. 2B), so we averaged across these pa-
rameters (Fig. 2, right). Note that this had no influence on
hand effects (see RESULTS) except double the statistical power
of our data. We then subtracted the average activity across
all conditions in Left Hand from Right Hand to obtain a sin-
gle handmain effect for each brain area:

Hand effect ¼ Left HandLþR=proþ anti

� Right HandLþR=proþ anti

where L/R stands for left/right target location.
Finally, in some cases we subtracted left brain from right

brain data for each region of interest, to obtain a single bilat-
eral measure of hand effect. The latter parts of this pipeline
are summarized in RESULTS (Fig. 3).

To investigate the interaction effect between hand use
and motor coding we first computed the spatial motor code
for a given hand used, as in our previous study (42):

Motor Code ¼ StimLpro þ StimRanti
� �

� StimLanti þ StimRpro
� �

where StimL/StimR correspond to the left and tight sensory
cues. Thus, the motor code relies on the fact that the same
movement results from a left cue in the pro condition and a
right cue in the anti condition and vice versa. Note that this
procedure is designed to identify a high-level extrinsic spa-
tial code; the motor system must ultimately convert this to
hand-specific intrinsic muscle codes (73).

If motor coding dominated an area’s activation pattern,
then we expect any trials leading to the same movement to
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Figure 2. Left/right and pro/anti desynchronization in M1. Left and center:
time-frequency responses (TFR) for beta-band activity (15–35 Hz) are
shown for right hand conditions in left M1, averaged across all participants.
Right: the average across left and right target/movement directions (A)
and pro/anti instruction trials (B). Time 0 indicates movement onset.
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result in similar brain activation; opposite movements
should lead to opposite activity patterns, e.g., desynchroni-
zation versus resynchronization.

To obtain the interaction between this motor code and
hand specificity, we performed the following subtraction:

Hand�Motor Coding Interaction

¼ Motor CodeLeft Hand � Motor CodeRight Hand

A significant hand-motor coding interaction effect means
that the motor code is different depending on which hand is
used, indicating integration of hand choice into the move-
ment plan. Conversely, no difference would indicate that the
motor code is independent of which hand will be used.

We also computed a sensory code using similar principles
(42) highlighting the differential activation of left versus
right targets irrespective of movement direction and tested
its interaction with hand specificity:

Hand� Sensory Coding Interaction

¼ Sensory CodeLeft Hand � Sensory CodeRight Hand

with Sensory Code = (StimLpro þ StimLanti) � (StimRpro þ
StimRanti). However, these results were never significant and
are not reported below.

Statistical Analysis

Reach studies yield highly robust neuroimaging data and
thus tend to employ fewer participants than perceptual or cog-
nitive studies (14, 42). In our design, we further offset

participant numbers by compensating the low number of par-
ticipants with a very high number of trials per participant (74),
e.g., all hand main effect and hand-motor code interaction
effect computations relied on the use of �800 trials/partici-
pant. Statistical significance for individual ROI time series was
determined when baseline-subtracted source power across
participants for a given frequency band was consistently dif-
ferent from zero for at least consecutive 100ms [temporal clus-
tering (75)]. We used a two-sided t test to check for significance
(a = 0.05). Post hoc power analysis (G�Power) indicated power
>0.5 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons) for alpha- and
beta-band results in all ROIs, consistent with the standards
reported in Ref. 74. Only ROIs that met this criterion are
reported below. Note that we did not perform statistical testing
for whole brain averages, as those had been used to identify
the ROIs in the first place through adaptive clustering (44).
Also, adaptive clustering used the raw, noncontrasted, time-
averaged whole brain activations, and this procedure thus pro-
vided independent, orthogonal results to our condition-con-
trasted analysis here; this prevented double-dipping (67, 68).
Thus, the whole brain projections are for visualization only.

RESULTS

Overview and Predictions

We tested 16 bilateral ROIs (see METHODS, Table 1) thought
to be involved in the sensorimotor aspects of reach planning.
Specifically, we investigated visual areas V1/V2 and V3/V3a,
superior parietal occipital cortex (SPOC), angular gyrus (AG),
parietal occipital junction (POJ), posterior intraparietal sul-
cus (pIPS), medial intraparietal sulcus (mIPS), anterior intra-
parietal sulcus (aIPS), supramarginal gyrus (SMG), superior
temporal sulcus (STS), primary somatosensory cortex (S1), pri-
mary motor cortex (M1), supplementary motor area (SMA),
frontal eye fields (FEF), and dorsal and ventral premotor cor-
tex (PMd and PMv). We henceforth use the terms “sites” to
refer to the specific coordinates of these ROIs and “areas” for
the surrounding regions.

As noted above, we previously showed that during the
pro/anti reach task this network of sites/areas first propa-
gates feedforward sensory information (target direction in-
dependent of movement direction) from occipital to frontal
areas. Sensory coding is present when brain activity patterns
for right cue locations are different from left cue locations,
but pro and anti conditions do not differ for a given cue loca-
tion. Next, the instruction-dependent movement plan (move-
ment direction independent of target direction) emerges as
the same activity pattern for left cue pro and right cue anti
conditions (and vice versa) because they result in the same
final leftward (resp. rightward) movement. This instruction-
dependent movement plan progressively dominates network
activity in a front-to-back progression until movement onset
(42). This progression was observed in both the alpha and
beta bands, so the same bands were investigated here. For the
present study we investigated both sensory and motor code
interactions with hand position but did not find significant
hand-sensory interactions, so only hand-motor interactions
are reported below.

Specifically, we describe first the main effect of hand use
on our sites/areas and then the interaction of the movement
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Figure 3. Subtraction logic leading to single bilateral site-specific hand
coding index for M1. Each panel shows the oscillatory power change with
respect to baseline, averaged across all task conditions (pro/anti, left/right
cue) and plotted as a function of time (where 0 = movement onset). Left:
activity for left M1. Center: activity for right M1. Right: the differential activity
between right and left M1. Top: right hand activity. Middle: left hand activ-
ity. Bottom: the differential activity between right and left hand. The differ-
ential activity across sites shows how for a given hand (rows) left and right
M1 differentially code for hand information. Conversely, differential activity
across hand usage shows how for a given lateralized brain site (columns)
the activity differs between left and right hand usage.
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plan (independent of target direction) with hand use to
produce an integrated “hand-plan” movement command
(5). To describe hand specificity, we show contrasts of event-
related activity when the left versus the right hand was used
while averaging across all stimulus conditions (left/right cue,
pro/anti trials). We predicted that early hand sensory areas (S1)
and late motor areas (M1) would show hand specificity and
asked which intermediate high-level sensorimotor areas
would show the same. To investigate the interaction between
hand specificity and the top-down motor code we simply sub-
tracted the right hand motor code from the left hand motor
code. We predicted that only late (i.e., after S1) hand-specific
areas would also show hand-plan motor interactions, includ-
ing areas that might normally be involved in hand choice for
specific tasks and hand-specific conversions from extrinsic to
intrinsic muscle coordinates (73). Specific results are described
below.

Hand Main Effect

Figure 3 shows the later stages of our analysis pipeline (af-
ter direction and instruction averaging, see METHODS) and
main result for one example site (M1). M1 is shown here as a
site that can be “safely” expected to show contralateral hand
dominance, if our method works. Beta band-related power
changes were averaged across all trials and plotted as a func-
tion of time, aligned at the point of movement onset (similar
alpha band results are summarized below). Note that in this
first analysis trials with left/right targets and pro/anti point-
ing instruction were pooled (�400 trials/hand/participant).
The data were first plotted separately for the left/right hand
(Fig. 3, top and middle) and left/right M1 (Fig. 3, left and cen-
ter), corresponding to the four top left panels in Fig. 3.
Note that lower power (desynchronization, shown as dark
blue areas) is associated with increased neural activity
(76). Planning-related power modulations appear to
emerge �1–0.5 s before movement onset (0 on the x-axis).

To isolate the hand effect and extract a single hand main
effect for each site, we subtracted right hand trials from left
hand trials (Fig. 3, bottom), resulting in what we called the
hand main effect. Here (in Fig. 3, bottom left and bottom cen-
ter) yellow signifies more activation for the left hand, and
dark blue signifies more activation for the right hand. Finally,
we subtracted the left brain from right brain data (Fig. 3, right)
to obtain a single measure of bilateral hand specificity for
each region (in this case M1). For the top two rows in Fig. 3,
this subtraction results in the differential activation of left
and right M1 separately for the right hand and the left hand.
For example, the top row in Fig. 3 shows that planning to
move the right hand leads to stronger desynchronization
of left M1 than right M1, as expected. This observation is
reversed for planning to move the left hand (middle row of
Fig. 3). For the bottom row of Fig. 3, the combined subtraction
[Left M1 (left � right hand) � Right M1 (left � right hand)]
(Fig. 3, bottom right) summarizes the overall lateralization of
the bilateral structure, where yellow indicates contralateral
hand sensitivity. This highlights the expected lateralization of
hand coding in M1, with relative left hand modulations in
right M1 and right hand modulations in left M1. In other
words, the positive result in the combined subtraction indi-
cates a contralateral hand coding scheme (i.e., right hand in
left M1, left hand in right M1) as one would expect.

We performed the same beta-band analysis on all 16 bilat-
eral pairs of our selected brain sites (Table 1). Of these, we
found significant hand-specific activity in eight bilateral pairs:
POJ, SMG, S1, mIPS, SPOC, aIPS, M1, and PMd. The data were
generally equal and opposite between bilateral pairs (see
Supplemental Fig. S1; all Supplemental Materials are available
at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19962224), yielding
summated power in the final bilateral subtraction (illustrated
by the 8 panels in Fig. 4). Although each area showed signifi-
cant hand-specific activation changes before movement, they
showed area-specific activity patterns. Some sites (M1, S1, IPS,
aIPS, PMd) showed relatively well-organized band-time pat-
terns. These areas showed a strong positive subtraction (yel-
low in Fig. 4) indicating contralateral hand preference. Other
areas showed intermediate (mIPS) or relatively weak (SPOC,
POJ) patterns. In the latter cases, the onset of hand specificity
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Figure 4.Handmain effect analysis for beta-band activity. Each panel con-
tains temporal plots of activity changes from baseline, averaged across all
task conditions. Only shown are the 8 regions that showed significant acti-
vation in the overall contrasts between right/left hand and left/right hemi-
spheres, computed in the same way as Fig. 3, bottom right. aIPS, anterior
interparietal sulcus; M1, primary motor cortex; mIPS, middle interparietal
sulcus; PMd, dorsal premotor cortex; POJ, parietooccipital junction; S1, pri-
mary somatosensory cortex; SMG, supramarginal gyrus; SPOC, superior
parietooccipital cortex.
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is not clear from visual inspection of these plots, requiring fur-
ther quantification (we return to this point below).

To visualize these patterns across the entire cortex, we
computed average hand-specific beta activity changes
from baseline (averaged across conditions) during the last
500-ms window preceding movement onset. The result of
this analysis is shown in Fig. 5 for the left hand (Fig. 5, left)
and the right hand (Fig. 5, center) separately. (In this case,
we removed the left � right hand and left � right brain
subtractions, so that whole brain results and their hand
lateralization patterns can be viewed.) This shows that
before movement onset there were widespread changes in
oscillatory beta-band power across the cortex, with the
suggestion of hand lateralization in some sites. To high-
light this lateralization, we then subtracted right from left
hand average activity patterns (Fig. 5, right). Since negative
power is indicative of increasing neural activity, a positive
result (orange in Fig. 5) signifies right hand preference and a
negative result (blue) signifies left hand preference. The
result shows strong hand-specific lateralization spanning
dorsolateral parietofrontal cortex, with right hand prefer-
ence in left cortex and left hand preference in right cortex.
This pattern extended slightly more posterior on the left
hemisphere (just ahead of our AG/pIPS, right mIPS coordi-
nates) and forward toward bilateral prefrontal cortex (�left/
right PMv, FEF).

Figure 6 summarizes these observations and extends
them both to the alpha band and to the temporal domain.
Since the left and right hemispheres show opposite hand lat-
eralization, it would not be appropriate to average them.
Instead, we collapsed data across the left and right hemi-
sphere data using a bilateral hemisphere subtraction and
then extracted the 10Hz (alpha) and 20Hz (beta) frequencies
from the last 500 ms before movement onset to generate
plots in cortical space (Fig. 6, top): positive results (red/

orange) indicate significant contralateral hand preference.
These anatomic plots show peak hand specificity (yellow) in
central regions (mIPS, aIPS, S1, M1) with lesser but still signif-
icant activation (orange) in surrounding areas (SMG, mIPS,
PMd). Overall, beta modulations (Fig. 6, right) showed simi-
lar patterns of contralateral hand preference but were more
widespread and pronounced compared with alpha modula-
tions (Fig. 6, left). There were also frequency-dependent re-
gional differences: for example, power changes related to
hand-specific IPS modulations extended more posterior to-
ward AG in the alpha band compared with the beta band,
and beta activation extended further into prefrontal cortex.

Figure 6, bottom shows temporal plots of power in the
alpha and beta bands for our sites of interest, again aligned on
movement onset, where red indicates a significant deviation
from equal hand specificity and a positive deflection indicates
contralateral hand specificity. Sites that showed significant
contralateral preference typically did so �1–0.5 s before
movement onset (time 0). SMG, aIPS, S1, and M1 then showed
a consistent buildup of significant contralateral hand specific-
ity in both frequency bands during motor planning and exe-
cution. PMd showed a similar pattern, but only in the beta
band. mIPS showed this pattern in the alpha band but did not
reach significance. Otherwise, mIPS and SPOC/POJ activation
(which was too small to show up in the anatomic plot) showed
oscillations that only transiently reached significance and in
the negative (ipsilateral hand) direction. No significant activa-
tions were found in sites V1, V2, V3/3a, AG, pIPS, STS, SMA,
and PMv. Overall, SMG, aIPS, S1, and M1 showed the clearest
specificity for the contralateral hand in the premotor plan-
ning phase of the task.

Hand-Motor Coding Interaction Effect

We previously found that before movement onset many
parietal and frontal areas displayed coding of the movement
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Figure 5. Average movement-aligned activities for each hand and hand main effect (left � right hand subtraction) across cortex. Beta-band activity
change compared to pretask baseline was averaged for the last 500 ms before movement onset. Subtraction between right and left hand activity (right)
highlights the hand-specific change in oscillatory power across the cortical surface. AG, angular gyrus; aIPS, anterior interparietal sulcus; FEF, frontal eye
fields; M1, primary motor cortex; mIPS, medial interparietal sulcus; pIPS, posterior interparietal sulcus; PMd, dorsal premotor cortex; PMv, ventral premo-
tor cortex; POJ, parietooccipital junction; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; SMA, supplementary motor area; SMG, supramarginal gyrus; SPOC, superior
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plan (see METHODS and Ref. 42). Specifically, we showed a
main effect of motor coding in the same data set for POJ,
SPOC, SMG, aIPS, S1, and M1 but not for mIPS (42). These
motor codes were obtained by subtracting data from pro
pointing and anti pointing trials (pooled in the hand analysis
above) such that the directionality of the sensory stimuli
cancels whereas the target and instruction-dependent motor
directions summate (14, 42). In other words, this subtraction
provides the instruction-dependent movement specificity of
the area independent of visual stimulus location.

InHandMain Effect, we show that a subset of those move-
ment-tuned areas also show a main effect for coding of hand
selectivity (Figs. 3–6), but this does not necessarily mean
that this hand information is actually integrated into the
motor plan. Here, we tested each of our relevant sites for an
interaction effect between the main hand coding effect
(described above) and motor coding (obtained in the same
way as Ref. 42; see METHODS), i.e., whether there is a hand-
specific motor code.

Figure 7 shows the steps taken in this analysis and the
main result, again using M1 as our example site. This figure
follows the same steps and logic as Fig. 3, except now we are
looking at the power of the interaction between the hand
effect and the motor code. In the first step, the motor code
was computed separately for the left and right hand and left
and right M1 (creating the 4 panels in the top left quadrant of
Fig. 7). We then subtracted the left� right M1 to get the hem-
ispheric difference (right panels of top 2 rows of Fig. 7) and
hand difference (bottom panels of left 2 columns of Fig. 7) in
the motor code. Similar to the hand main effect, these sub-
tractions produced roughly opposite patterns of oscillatory
power changes, (i.e., top right vs. middle right and bottom
left vs. bottom center in Fig. 7). This suggests that the hand-
motor plan is both hand specific and oppositely lateralized
(anatomically). Combining both subtractions (Fig. 7, bottom
right) produced a single hand-motor plan interaction index
for bilateral M1. The significant negative deflection (blue)
shown here provides a visual benchmark for what data
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should look like if a site shows a motor plan specific to the
contralateral hand, in other words, an integrated hand-
motor plan.

Figure 8 shows the result of this beta-band analysis for
the eight bilateral pairs that showed significant hand
effects in our previous analysis. Again, blue (desynchroni-
zation) corresponds to the expected interaction resulting
from both contralateral movement and contralateral hand
coding, whereas yellow would denote an opposite interac-
tion, e.g., ipsilateral hand for contralateral motor coding
or contralateral hand for ipsilateral motor coding. Note
that desynchronization in the interaction effect could also
arise from ipsilateral hand and ipsilateral motor coding.
Some sites showed a strong interaction in the expected
direction (e.g., M1, SMG), others appear to show a mix of
positive (blue) and negative (yellow) interactions depend-
ing on time and frequency band (SPOC, mIPS, aIPS, S1),
and other sites show little or no hand-motor plan interac-
tion effect at all (e.g., POJ, PMd). Of the sites that showed a
significant interaction, only SMG, aIPS, and M1 showed
clear interaction effects in the 500-ms period preceding
action, with stronger motor coding for the contralateral
hand (SPOC also showed some interaction, but this was a
preference for motor coding in the ipsilateral hand). The
other sites did not reach significance. (see Supplemental
Fig. S2 for corresponding lateralized analysis results).
Overall, these results suggest that SMG, aIPS, PMd, and
possibly SPOC are involved in effector-motor plan integra-
tion in the premotor period, relatively lateralized for the
opposite hand.

Figure 9 shows the functional anatomy and time courses
of these interactions in our specific sites, collapsing across
hemispheres as done in Fig. 6. Figure 9, top, shows desynch-
ronization related to the interaction effect for 10 Hz (Fig. 9,

top left) and 20 Hz (Fig. 9, top right) across the whole brain
during the last 500-ms timewindow beforemovement onset.
The beta band shows a broad swath of blue (contralateral
hand/motor plan interaction), spanning aIPS, SMG, and M1
and with several other outlying sites. In contrast, in the
alpha band only a small area in posterior parietal cortex
showed desynchronization. In short, the hand-motor inter-
action was primarily observed in the beta band.

Figure 9, bottom, shows a more detailed look at the time
course of the interaction effect in both frequency bands,
where significant deviations from zero are indicated in
red. Consistent with statements above, the alpha band
showed very little significant interaction except for a few
very brief “blips” before (PMd), during (POJ, S1), or after
(SPOC) the planning stage. In the beta band, aIPS, SMG,
and M1 showed significant interactions during the delay
period. Interestingly, SPOC showed opposite interactions
in the alpha and beta bands and during the movement;
this was expected for contralateral motor coding since
SPOC showed ipsilateral hand main effects (see Figs. 4 and
6). But overall, SPOC, SMG, aIPS, and M1 showed clear,
hemispherically lateralized hand-motor interactions at
various points of the planning phase for movement.
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Figure 7. Hand-motor code interaction effect for M1 beta-band activ-
ity. Time-frequency response plots are shown separately for left
hand motor coding (top), right hand motor coding (middle), and the
difference between left and right motor coding (bottom) showing the
interaction effect for left M1 (left), right M1 (center), and the left/right
M1 contrast (right).
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Summary: Location and Timing of Hand Specificity and
Motor Integration

Figure 10 summarizes the results of both this and our
previous study (42). Figure 10A shows the locations of the
16 bilateral sites that we studied, including 13 that showed
instruction-dependent motor coding in our previous study
(purple outer circles). Of those 13 motor coding areas, we
report here 8 that also showed significant hand dependen-
ces (dark blue middle circles in Fig. 10A) and 6 that
showed significant interactions between these two codes
(cyan inner circles in Fig. 10A) in the present study. Both
codes tended to be lateralized, with a consistent trend to-
ward contralateral hand preference. It is noteworthy that,
although the hand and motor plan networks largely over-
lapped, some areas (e.g., STS, AG, pIPS, SMA, PMv) only
showed movement direction modulations, whereas others
(mIPS, S1) only showed hand modulation. In general,
motor coding was more broadly distributed, whereas later-
alized hand position modulations were mostly clustered

superior-medial in parietofrontal cortex (with the excep-
tion of SPOC). Importantly, a subset of the overlapping
areas showed interactions between lateralized hand and
motor planning modulations, signifying specific locations
for hand-motor integration (aIPS, SMG, M1, SPOC).

Figure 10B shows the onset times of hand preference and
hand-motor interactions relative to movement onset in the
eight bilateral sites that showed significant hand modula-
tion. Sites M1, mIPS, POJ, and S1 showed the earliest hand
onsets, but of these only M1 showed an interaction with
the motor plan. Sites PMd, aIPS, SPOC, and SMG show
later onset but more interactions with the motor plan (in
SPOC, aIPS and SMG). Figure 10C includes the timing of the
top-down motor plan (derived from our pro/anti pointing
instruction) and all 16 bilateral pairs. As reported previously
(42), this plan seems to originate in (pre)frontal cortex but is
only integrated with hand position in M1 and the more pos-
terior sites described above. Importantly, we see early coding
of both the top-down motor plan (in PMd, SMA, M1) and
hand signals (M1, S1, POJ, mIPS) but their interactions occur
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Same conventions as Fig. 6 apply.
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later, in these and other (aIPS, SPOC, SMG) sites. This
appears to suggest that hand selection and movement direc-
tion planning may initially arise independently, with later
integration.

DISCUSSION
In this series of studies, we recorded MEG signals while

human participants performed a pro/anti pointing task with

left or right hand and then performed an ROI analysis on
16 bilateral cortical sites known to be involved in sensori-
motor control. In our previous analysis, we only analyzed
data from the right hand to identify instruction-dependent
motor planning signals in 13 of these pairs (42). In the pres-
ent analysis, we interrogated data for left versus right
hand movements (pronation posture only) to ask two new
and important questions: 1) What is the extent, lateraliza-
tion, and timing of hand-specific signals in the cerebral
cortex? 2) How, when, and where are these effector-spe-
cific signals integrated into the instruction-dependent
motor command? Our analysis revealed that a subset of these
areas differentially coded for which hand was used, including
robust premotor activity in M1, S1, SMG, and aIPS with mod-
est but still significant activation in POJ, SPOC, MIPS, and
PMd. This hand main effect emerged gradually during the
premotor period and, for some sites, prevailed across the
movement (S1, M1, and PMd). Our next analysis found that
only SPOC, SMG, aIPS, andM1 showed significant interactions
of the effector with the movement plan, indicating a role
in hand-motor integration (we did not find significant sensory
hand-target direction interactions). As summarized in Fig. 10,
hand and motor signals arose relatively early in the motor
planning phase and, where they overlapped, only interacted
later in the planning phase (close tomotor execution).

Limitations and Caveats

Before considering the physiological implications of these
findings, it is worth noting that, like any ROI analysis, our
specific sites do not necessarily represent activity in the
entire region they are named after, and their locations are
best estimates given spatial resolution of the data (MRI/
MEG), averaging, and source localization used here. Overall,
a reasonable estimate is that these locations are accurate
within �5 mm, depending on local anatomy (44, 74). Given
this, one may consider these ROI names and locations as
guideposts rather than exactitudes. We consider more spe-
cific aspects of this when we compare our data to the litera-
ture below.

A related factor is the relative power and distortions of the
MEG signal over gyri versus sulci. In theory, MEG is most
sensitive to signals from the walls of sulci for which the corti-
cal surface is orthogonal to the skull surface (77, 78).
However, because of current spread, nonspherical skull sur-
face, and few cortical surfaces being strictly parallel to the
scalp, this is less of a concern in practice (45, 77–80).
Another caveat is that subtractionmethods assume linearity,
whereas nonlinearities in the MEG signal could either exag-
gerate or compress differences in activation (62). Next,
although MEG has practically unlimited temporal resolu-
tion, as in any such study temporal resolution is limited by
synchronization with behavioral measures and averaging
across participants. Finally, although the number of partici-
pants used in this study (performed>15 yr ago) is low by cur-
rent standards, our key findings met current standards for
power (see METHODS). This is likely because sensorimotor
tasks yield high and consistent levels of brain activation rela-
tive to perception and cognition tasks (79) and because we
had many trials for each participant (74). However, on the
basis of these numbers, we cannot draw firm conclusions
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from negative results. Given these caveats, our findings
strongly support our hypotheses and generally agree with
the neuroimaging and neurophysiological literature, as dis-
cussed below.

Instruction-Dependent Motor Codes

It is thought that frontal cortex plays an important role in
instruction-dependent and nonstandard motor strategies, as
opposed to reactive move-to-target strategies (81–83). For
example, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) is thought
to be involved in response selection among multiple alterna-
tives (84, 85). Both DLPFC and FEF are involved in prepara-
tory set and task-switching in the oculomotor version of the
pro/anti instruction task (38, 86, 87). Parietal cortex is also
influenced by instructions for “nonstandard transforma-
tions” (36, 37), specifically causing reversals of motor tuning
in primate parietal reach areas (40, 41). Even occipital cortex
appears to be influenced by top-down motor signals from
frontal cortex, although those early modulations are thought
to involve imagery, attention, gating of sensory inputs, and/
or compensation for expected sensory reafference (88–90).

In a previous functional (f)MRI study, we provided partici-
pants with a pro/anti reach instruction following a memory
delay and then used contrasts similar to those used here to
isolate visual versus motor directional tuning (14). Consistent
with the discussion above, we found instruction-dependent
modulations of directional tuning throughout occipital-parie-
tal-frontal cortex, with major functional connectivity “hubs”
in superior occipital gyrus (SOG), mIPS, AG, and SPOC, but
were unable to determine temporal order. In our subsequent
MEG study (42) we provided participants with the pro/anti
instruction simultaneously with target appearance and per-
formed a similar directional analysis on the resulting data. As
shown here in Fig. 10C (magenta lines), this resulted in a
sequence of motor recruitment proceeding from frontal to-
ward parietal cortex. These same areas were selected for anal-
ysis here, and the motor vector contrast from that study was
used for the hand-motor interaction analysis discussed below.

Left vs. Right Hand Coding

There is evidence for both effector-independent coding (7,
8, 10–12) and hand specificity throughout the parietofrontal
reach system. Even primary motor cortex shows some signals
related to the ipsilateral hand (9). Human neuroimaging stud-
ies show that parietofrontal cortex is bilaterally activated by
unilateral reaches, but with a preference for the contralateral
limb (6, 13–17, 19–21). Likewise, the monkey “parietal reach
region,” which spans the medial intraparietal sulcus and area
V6A and probably corresponds to mIPS/SPOC (91), shows
some ipsilateral signals (7, 92, 93) but is primarily modulated
by reaches of the contralateral limb (7, 92).

In the present study, participants performed blocks of tri-
als with either the left or right hand (and the other hand at
rest) and so would need to attend to that hand for both sen-
sory purposes, i.e., proprioceptive information about its loca-
tion (27, 94, 118) and motor purposes, i.e., to gate motor
commands for that hand (23, 95). Contrasting left and right
hand pointing, we found robust premotor specificity in M1,
S1, SMG, and aIPS, with modest but still significant activa-
tion in POJ, SPOC, mIPS, and PMd. Most of these are well

known components of the reach system (35, 88). Inferior pa-
rietal cortex (specifically SMG) is an additional area of inter-
est because it was also activated in our previous fMRI study
(14), is involved in integrating visuospatial signals for grasp
(48), and shows anatomic connectivity with temporal, pre-
frontal, and superior parietal cortex (96). In addition to SMG,
V6A (likely corresponding to mIPS/SPOC; see above) is also
involved in integrating visuospatial signals for grasping (97,
98), receivesmonosynaptic input from frontal and prefrontal
areas (92), and might have a human homolog (99). aIPS neu-
rons in monkeys (area AIP) are also tuned to left versus right
hand use in grasping tasks (100).

Hand-Specific Movement Planning

As noted above, hand-specific information must be inte-
grated into the motor plan, both to account for the correct
location and to generate motor activation in the correct limb.
Functional MRI studies of feedforward hand-target interac-
tions suggest that target and hand-specific information may
be integrated as early as parietal cortex, specifically in areas
such as mid-posterior intraparietal sulcus (pIPS) (24, 28, 34),
although effector-independent signals also may persist within
frontal cortex (12). Brain stimulation studies have suggested
that hand specificity first arises between SPOC and pIPS/AG,
the posterior portion of inferior parietal cortex (52). Likewise,
electrophysiological studies inmonkeys show a progression of
hand modulations on visual target signals at the single-unit
level through parietal and frontal cortex (7, 30, 31, 33). We did
not find significant hand-target interactions in the present
task, perhaps because participants waited to process the pro/
anti instruction before developing a movement plan, but can-
not dismiss the possibility that these interactions still occurred
at a subsignificant level undetectable in our analysis.

Much less is known about the integration of hand-specific
signals into top-down motor plans. One potential difference
here is there may already be hand specificity in top-down
signals from motor and premotor areas (101). Some of our
areas (SMA, STS, PMv, pIPS, AG) showedmovement specific-
ity but not a hand preference. Others (POJ, S1, mIPS, PMd)
also code for hand selectivity but did not show an interaction
with the motor code. Hand-motor plan interactions only
occurred in a subset of areas: SPOC, SMG, aIPS, and M1.
Hand-target interactions have been reported in monkeys
(91), but these results seem to be at odds with human litera-
ture suggesting hand-target interactions in AG and mIPS
(52). These differences might be accounted for by the task
instruction (i.e., top-down vs. bottom-up), specific ROI coor-
dinates (AG is quite large), and/or methodological and spa-
tial resolution differences [MEG vs. fMRI and transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS)].

It is noteworthy that our technique only detects extrinsic
movement direction (i.e., left vs. right wrist rotation of either
the left or right hand). However, the same extrinsic direction
of wrist rotation requires opposite (radial/ulnar) deviations
in opposite hands. Thus, once this becomes hand specific,
one can deduce which muscles were likely involved. Based
on our EMG recordings, this would require specific intrinsic
synergies of activation in the extensor carpi radialis longus,
extensor communis digitorum, extensor carpi ulnaris, and
supinator longus (SL) muscles, as well as other forearm
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muscles that we did not record from. This switch from ex-
trinsic to intrinsic muscle coding is thought to only begin at
the level of M1 (73). This could signify that our interaction
results in M1 were related to this extrinsic-intrinsic conver-
sion, whereas SPOC, SMG, and aIPS are likely related to
higher-level aspects of hand-motor integration. For example,
in our task we chose the hand for our participants, but in
real-world circumstances these areas might be involved in
hand choice for specific tasks (5).

Timing

Thus far we have discussed the spatial distribution of sig-
nals in our regions of interest. For this purpose, MEG has a
lower spatial resolution than fMRI, but an important advant-
age of MEG is its higher temporal resolution. The relative
activation of various signals in our regions of interest (sum-
marized in Fig. 10) provides clues to the order of processing
in our task. For example, it could be that in the anti reach
task the brain waits until the final motor stage to “flip” the
desired reach vector. Alternatively, frontal cortex could flip a
high-level goal (opposite the stimulus) and then feed this
back to hand-specific areas to recalculate the desired motor
vector (14, 41, 43).

The timing of events in our data appears to be consistent
with the latter possibility. First, besides visual signals (not
shown here) one of the earliest signals that we observed was
the instruction-dependent motor signal in frontal cortex,
which then appears to feed back recurrently to parietal cor-
tex. The next signal to emerge was hand specificity, suggest-
ing a role in motor preparation. Notably, both these signals
(hand and motor) were sustained through the action phase,
suggesting that they play roles in both planning and execu-
tion (9). In contrast, the hand-motor interaction occurred
closer to movement onset, suggesting a more specific role in
planning (such as calculation of the motor vector). Overall,
these results are consistent with the notion that the pro/anti
instruction does not just influence the final motor output
vector but causes updating and integration of hand-motor
signals throughout parietofrontal cortex.

An interesting aspect of the timing of hand-specific motor
commands (interaction effects) is that they first show up
in M1. After M1, hand-specific motor commands later also
appear in more posterior (parietal) areas. This succession of
timing in the coding of the motor plan aligns with our previ-
ous finding (42) that sensory signals first undergo a feedfor-
ward transformation along the posterior-anterior axis, with
motor coding first appearing inM1 and then gradually appear-
ing in more posterior areas again. We have suggested that M1
updates the motor intention in more posterior regions once it
has been computed after the initial feedforward transforma-
tion. Here, we show that early hand coding in M1 also leads to
an early interaction effect. This hand-specific motor code
then gradually appears in more posterior areas (SPOC, aIPS,
SMG). Overall, this timing suggests that M1 is the main driver
in establishing a hand-specificmotor code.

Frequency Specificity

Another advantage of MEG is its capacity to isolate fre-
quency-specific effects (102). This is interesting because dif-
ferent frequencies are associated with different processes in

the brain, e.g., alpha-bandmodulations indicate sensory proc-
essing (103–106) and beta-band modulations accompany
motor planning and control (79, 103, 107–113). Consistent with
sensory coding of hand use, we found a main hand effect in
alpha band. We also found a main hand effect in beta band,
which makes sense given that this was a movement planning
task. At the same time, we only observed a significant interac-
tion effect in the beta band, suggesting that this interaction
effect reflects the actual motor plan specific to the hand used.
At the same time, our previous study (42) showed that an
abstract (not hand specific) motor intention was decodable
from both alpha and beta bands. Although we cannot
interpret negative results (i.e., absence of alpha interac-
tion effects), our results are certainly consistent with a
sensory-to-motor transformation using sensory hand and
target information and transforming it into a hand-spe-
cific motor plan.

Correlation vs. Causality

The ultimate challenge for this area of research is to recon-
cile the evidence for hand preference for bilateral hand rep-
resentation in the reach system, even down to the level of
primary motor cortex (9, 114, 115). An important distinction
here is between correlation and causality: techniques such
as unit recording, fMRI, and MEG show the presence of sig-
nals but do not necessarily imply a causal relation to the
movement. A growing consensus is that, despite bilateral
representation, contralateral causality emerges as early as
the parietal reach region (23, 95). Ipsilateral signals might
play other roles such as bilateral coordination (116, 117) but
could be filtered out for contralateral control through parcel-
lation of signals (9, 114, 115).

Conclusions

Together with our previous study (42), these results
demonstrate a specific whole brain topography for hand-
specific signals and instruction-dependent motor signals
in parietofrontal cortex, in both the alpha and beta bands.
In contrast, hand-motor interactions primarily occurred in
the beta bands and in a smaller subset of frontoparietal
regions. The timing of these events suggests that in an
instruction-dependent pro/anti pointing task, the motor
strategy (same or opposite to visual stimulus) is deter-
mined in frontal cortex and then propagates backward to
parietal cortex, with premotor hand-motor interactions
occurring later before movement onset. Generalizing from
these results, we suggest that top-down, instruction-de-
pendent, and/or abstract motor strategies show a sequence
and topography different from bottom-up hand-target
interactions in the feedforward occipital-parietal-frontal
path.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
Supplemental Figs. S1 and S2: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.
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